Aero
This indoor modular backwall is one of the most versatile on the
market. With adjustable height and angles, there are multiple
configurations possible. It is available in a complete kit or a la carte
to create more combinations.

Features and Benefits
-Stable bases and articulated design allows for multiple configurations
-Can be used for trade show displays or outdoor markerting
-Can be purchased in a kit or a la carte
-Easy to assemble and transport

Additional Information
Shipping Information
Upright Box: 47” x 4.5” x 4”, 7 lbs
1200mm Cassette: 53” x 5” x 4”, 10 lbs
Base Box: 18” x 18” x 3”, 9lbs

*OCH2 case must ship via trucking

Graphic Information:
Graphic Substrate: Smooth Vinyl, Cotton, or Anti-Curl Vinyl
Included in basic kit: 4 bases, 4 uprights, 3 1200 mm banners In full kit: add 2 lights, OCH2 hard case
Pole Diameter: 3.25” at widest point

Graphic Dimensions:
Center Graphic:
Full: 47”w x 79.125”h
Half: 47”w x 59.375”h
Half (pulling down from
fully extended poles):
47”w x 37”h
Quarter: 47”w x 41.375”h
Side Graphics:
Full: 47”w x 79.125”h
Half: 47”w x 59.375”h
Half (pulling down from
fully extended poles):
47”w x 37”h
Quarter: 47”w x 41.375”h
*Add 6” bleed at the top
and 3.75” bleed at the
bottom
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We are continually improving and modifying our product range and reserve the right to vary the specifications
without prior notice. All dimensions and weights quoted are approximate and we accept no responsibility for
variance. E&OE. See Graphic Templates for graphic bleed specifications.
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Unscrew wing-nut located at the bottom
of each pole
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Attach poles to disk base with wing-nut
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Adjust poles to desired height by using
the release buttons on sides of poles
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Insert graphic cassette/rail hangers in the
slots at top of poles where graphic
cassettes will be
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Hang graphic cassettes by inserting
opening at end of cassette over rail
hangers at top of pole
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Pull graphic down from cassette by
rail edge
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simply turn the graphic tensioner
clockwise to create more tension
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Fasten graphic rail edge to hanger at
bottom of pole

